TENURE-TRACK FACULTY POSITIONS
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
North Carolina State University

The Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering at North Carolina State University seeks highly qualified candidates to fill two tenure-track faculty positions in chemical engineering at the rank of Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor. Applicants should possess a Ph.D. (or equivalent) in chemical engineering or related disciplines and demonstrate excellence in scholarship and teaching potential.

Successful candidates are expected to establish vigorous chemical-engineering research programs of international reputation, teach undergraduate and graduate chemical-engineering courses, and contribute to departmental, college and university activities. The search committee will give higher priority to the overall originality and promise of a candidate's work rather than to the area of specialization.

The Department offers exciting opportunities for professional growth in a creative and collaborative atmosphere of multidisciplinary research and innovative teaching. It is integrated within the vibrant and future-oriented science community in the Research Triangle Area. To find out more about our department, please check out our web page at http://www.che.ncsu.edu.

NC State is an EOE/AA employer.

Please apply through the website http://jobs.ncsu.edu and searching by position 00000524.

Please provide a CV, research and teaching plan, and list of references.

For further information, please contact the search committee using <CBE_Search@ncsu.edu>.

For ADA accommodations, contact Ms. Angela Efimenko (aefimen@ncsu.edu; 919-515-4251).